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E N G A G I N G  I N N O V A T I O N

Bates Dressage saddles are the most innovative in the 
world. Born out of total dedication to deliver a saddle 
for sheer performance, Bates dressage saddles will 
raise your expectations forever.

Riders will feel the power of innovation, with instantaneous 
comfort, security and balance seated closer to their horse 
with no interference through the length of their thigh for an 
independent seat allowing pure concentration on feel and 
aids. 

Your horse will show a marked improvement in its freedom 
of movement, expression and self carriage, as the world-

leading EASY-CHANGE™ Fit Solution and CAIR® 
Cushion System offer a customised fit, even weight 
distribution and fluid cushioning in the most 

generous panel created.  

Every serious dressage rider, owes it to themselves to 
put a Bates Dressage saddle to the test and see the 
difference it makes. Harness the power of innovation 
and exceed your expectations.

exceed your 
 expectations...

To view the complete range of Bates Saddles, including the  
NEW Bates Dressage saddle, visit www.batessaddles.com

www.facebook.com/batessaddles

 - Protect -   - Polarize -  - Perform - 

www.gidgee-eyes.com

Gidgee-Eyes 
Australia

 - Protect -   - Polarize -  - Perform - 
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CAN’T MAKE IT?

PHONE BID 
About 40% of our horses are sold at auction to people 
who aren’t even there!  We would love to help you out if 
you can’t attend the Auction of the Stars.

Download the phone bid form 
from www.auctionofthestars.com 
or call Heath on 0417 656 636
or email info@auctionofthestars.com

www.auctionofthestars.com



CAN’T MAKE IT?

PHONE BID

www.auctionofthestars.com

Auction of the Stars is excited to announce the 

beginning of a new era in our auctions with two 

new options to help out buyers hoping to reach 

for the stars.

Have your finance of up to $20,000 approved in 

advance and you can take your new horse home 

with you! Interest-free over 12 months. 

Email info@auctionofthestars.com for details.

* Approved buyers only. Conditions apply.

Don’t have quite enough on the day? Bid up to 

30% more on your selected lot and collect it 

when it’s paid off with our interest-free terms. 

Email info@auctionofthestars.com for details.

* Conditions apply.

PRE-APPROVED FINANCE

TOP-UP FINANCE

OF THE

FINANCE NOW AVAILABLE



 December 15/16 2012, 
 Ryans, Heatherbrae, NSW

UPCOMING AUCTIONS

Nominations are now open for the December Auction 
of the Stars at Ryans, Heatherbrae, NSW. 
 
We would love to welcome you to be part of our auction, 
which we plan to include a mix of ridden horses, young 
stock and broodmares.
 
Nomination forms are available at 
www.auctionofthestars.com
 
Potential vendors will need to submit:

1. Nomination form with your planned reserve price.

2. Good quality high-resolution photo of at least 1mb, 
 to be sent via email. 

3. Good quality dvd footage or a link to your footage.

4. Your catalogue wording sent via email. 

5. Your nomination fee and stabling expenses.

Full details are available on the nomination form. 
 
Entries for our NSW auction in December close on Friday, 
October 5, 2012.
 
For all inquiries contact info@auctionofthestars.com or call 
Heath Ryan on 0417 656 636. 



GROWING OUT SERVICE

OF THE

When you buy an unbroken youngster you are 

getting first bite of the cherry. These are not horses 

that have been assessed by the professionals and 

passed over. These youngsters have the potential 

to change Australian Olympic history.

The first step with an unbroken youngster is to 

grow him/her out with exposure to good fencing, 

appropriate companionship and a diet that includes 

the right minerals for bones and joints to develop, 

plus a program of regular worming.

Auction of the Stars will take care of all of this. You 

do not have to have a moment’s worry. It’s a great 

way to buy a youngster, and a great way to get the 

beginnings of a dream, managed by professionals.

For more information and costing simply pick up 

the phone and talk to Heath 0417 656636 

or email info@auctionofthestars.com or, 

at the auction, speak with secretary Jenny Lamb.
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Time to Come Home

The London Olympics are over. The Australian dressage team went 

as well as could be expected. Despite the selection process being 

more than questionable, there were no other Australian Grand Prix 

combinations that were rightly or wrongly overlooked that would 

have changed Australia’s position significantly. We came last in the 

world. 

• To date, training has been very much focused on being based in 

the Northern Hemisphere. (The Australian Olympic team - Kristy 

Oatley and Lyndal Oatley are based full-time in Europe and Mary 

Hanna did spend more than six months in the lead up and has made 

a huge effort to train overseas in the past decade.) 

• To date, sourcing a coach of any significance has seen we 

Australians focusing up on the Northern Hemisphere. 

• To date, purchasing a horse capable of Olympic participation 

has traditionally seen we Australians sourcing horses out of the 

Northern Hemisphere. 

• To date, Australian riders based in the Northern Hemisphere have 

received enormous support and funding whether it be from the 

EA or private. The point is all of these philosophies are traditional 

but we just came last at the Olympics. In my opinion, there was 

possibly no better approach in those years up until to now. 

However, times have changed and a successful program for the 2016 

Olympics in Rio de Janeiro will need to represent a thoughtfulness 

and in my opinion it’s time for the big change. Every genetic at 

the London Olympics in the dressage arena can be found here in 

Australia. 

This is courtesy of frozen semen and imported stallions and 

Australian breeders all over making a huge effort to produce state-

of-the-art performance foals. Because of our Australian climate 

and everybody being able to breed a horse, we do in actual fact 

have large numbers of these state-of-the-art 

performance foals. (continued over)
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WIN THE LUCKY 
DOOR PRIZE!

A service fee to the 
AOS stallion of your 

choice!

It is a mathematical fact that amongst our swelling population of 

well-bred dressage horses there are some seriously outstanding 

individuals, equivalent to anything in Europe just out there in the 

Australian bush. Just a statistical prophecy. People can be standing 

on top of a diamond mine all their life and die poor because they 

never did go looking or searching for a richness that they had at 

their feet. It’s the same with all our young dressage horses. 

Unless you go looking and searching you may have an Olympic horse 

with your name written on it right in front of you, undiscovered. 

This is a truth that will happen to some of we Australians. Auction of 

the Stars does bring a collection of brilliant young horses, brilliantly 

packaged genetics and brilliant opportunities for those of you who 

would like to go searching. Which one of these youngsters is a 

possible Olympian of the future is hard to say, however, we would 

say that this catalogue is full of diamonds and it’s up to you to take 

the initiative and go searching. Good luck.

Yours sincerely,

Heath Ryan and Ann-Maree Lourey

 

Heath RyanAnn-Maree Lourey
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  CONDITIONS OF SALE
The conditions of sale that apply to this auction are publicly 
displayed on the website, www.auctionofthestars.com also at 
the stables and inside the auction arena.  A copy can be obtained 
from the sales office.   

   DELIVERY
Where foals are still on the mare at the time of auction, they 
will need to be collected immediately after they have been 
weaned. There will be no basic agistment charges until the time 
of weaning. 

   PAYMENTS
Purchasers’ attention is drawn to the conditions of sale that 
unless other arrangements are made through our office, terms 
are cash before delivery. This sale will be conducted on a GST 
exclusive basis only and the final price is subject to 10% GST. 
Where payments are made with Visa, Bankcard or Mastercard, a 
3% surcharge will be made to cover the credit card settlement 
fee. We are unable to accept American Express or Diners Card. 

  TIMETABLE
Saturday October 6: 
1.30pm: Free-schooling of unbroken stock
2.30pm: Ridden horses to be shown off in groups of three and 
available for trialling
4pm: Presentation of AOS stallions
5pm: Free sausage sizzle and drinks!

Sunday October 7:
8am: Trialling of ridden horses
9.45am: Prix St Georges invitational Freestyle Competition
11am: Parade of unbroken stock
12pm: AOS Masterclass – planning the next Olympic campaign 
from Australia as opposed to the Northern Hemisphere.
2pm: Auction starts beginning with one unreserved service fee 
to each stallion followed by individual lots.

IMPORTANT

VIP seating (fully catered) is available 
for Sunday lunch with ringside views! 

Book your seats at $25 each. Credit card 
facilities available. 

Contact us at info@auctionofthestars.com 
or phone 0407 453 494 to reserve your 
seat!



    INSURANCE
We strongly advise that you choose to insure your purchase, while 
any lot bought under the AOS payment plan MUST be insured. 
Logans Insurance Agency offers fall-of-the-hammer insurance. Call 
them on (02) 9909 1499 for more information or talk to us at 
the auction. All horses are presented with a certificate of good 
health, which will be accepted for insurance purposes, and Logans 
will offer a competitive insurance price. Don’t transport your new 
purchase home without insuring it! 

    CONTACTS

Auctioneer  Andrew Hearn                        0412 648 847
  andrew@andrewhearn.com.au
Directors Heath Ryan                             0417 656 636
  Ann-Maree Lourey     0407 453 494
  info@auctionofthestars.com               

    ACCOMMODATION 
Plumbolah Lodge is 20 minutes from Nerang or Mount Tamborine. 
Suggestions include: 

Mountain Edge Lodges, Tamborine Mountain  07 5545 3437
Tamborine Mountain Bed and Breakfast   07 5545 3595
Muscatels Country Lodge, Mt Tamborine   07 5545 3455
Tambaridge B&B, Mt Tamborine    07 5545 4643 
Villa della Rosa B&B, North Tamborine,   07 5545 3375 
Riviera B&B, Gilston/Nerang    07 5533 2499
Radisson Resort, Gold Coast    07 5555 7700

    DIRECTIONS
From Nerang, it is 15.9km to Guanaba. From Mclaren Rd, Nerang, 
proceed east and at the roundabout take the 4th exit onto Mclaren 
Rd. At the next roundabout take the 1st exit onto Mclaren Rd. At 
the next roundabout take the 2nd exit onto Mclaren Rd. At the 
next roundabout take the 2nd exit again onto Mclaren Rd. Turn left 
almost immediately onto the Beaudesert-Nerang Rd and turn right 
to continue on that road. After 5.7km turn right onto Maudsland 
Rd, after 1.9km turn left onto Guanaba Creek Rd. Continue along 
that road and turn left into Whittings Rd, Guanaba. Plumbolah 
Lodge is number 50. 
 

NOTICES
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This is one of the outstanding opportunities offered through the AOS selling 
program. We would encourage all riders who are slightly interested in the ridden 
horses to pluck up the courage to trial these horses in the official trialling times. 
Of course you are very welcome to trial these horses by prior arrangement in 
the weeks preceding the auction. Most people do suffer from the thought of 
riding in front of a crowd on the official trialling day. Our take on this is that 
if you are too embarrassed to look out for your own interests, then certainly 
nobody else will. Also, if you have dreams and ambitions, secret or otherwise, 
and being embarrassed is the biggest obstacle you have to overcome, then 
really life is not too bad. Realistically you will have to overcome much bigger 
obstacles than just being self-conscious or embarrassed.  Get out there, trial 
these horses and take advantage of a great opportunity.

At the auction you do have the unique advantage of comparing one horse 
against the other. This comparison opportunity is exactly what happens in 
competition, one horse immediately compared against another, a phenomena 
which is very difficult to replicate when buying a horse privately. Riding is a 
passion discipline and in most instances when buying privately a prospective 
purchaser falls in love with a horse and buys it. In the auction situation, a 
prospective purchaser is much more likely to weigh up the pros and cons of 
each horse on a comparative basis. Of course, falling in love with the horse is a 
critical ingredient for success but we at the AOS would encourage you firstly to 
select your next horse on an intellectual level, then follow your heart and fall in 
love with the horse. We all know of people that have bought horses that didn’t 
turn out to be everything they had hoped for but nevertheless, love the horse 
and persevere even when it is clear they should sell and start again. Treat the 
auction trialling as a day at the office. 

We encourage everyone to trial each horse that goes close to falling into their 
wish list category. Keep in mind that sometimes a horse that reads and looks 
mediocre in the catalogue actually turns out to be lots better in real life than 
you had expected. Conversely, some horses will catch your imagination in the 
catalogue, and then be disappointing in real life. Once you ride more than two 
horses you will lose track of details on each horse so we encourage you to write 
notes on each horse immediately after trialling them. Also, watching a horse 
being trialled by other riders is a great way of assessing honesty and rideability. 

The first official trialling is at 2.30pm on Saturday October 6 and we would 
encourage all interested parties to take advantage of this Saturday trialling.  
This does give you as the potential buyer the opportunity to have another ride 
the next day Sunday October 7 at 8am. This also gives you enough time to 
research the horses and talk to the owners. 

The basic format of trialling is that two or three horses come into the arena 
and are shown off for the first five minutes by their vendors, basically warming 
up and just gently running through the horse’s routine. Then people wishing to 
have a little sit are invited to come forward. Prospective buyers organise to trial 
a horse by approaching the AOS representative, who takes a list of names so 
as to keep the trialling ordered, and also signing the appropriate waivers. Each 
trialling is tailored to each rider’s individual needs, keeping in mind that the first 
and foremost priority is safety, and of course the well-being of the horse. It is 
a very hectic schedule with two sessions of public trialling plus the auction, all 
in two days, so horse welfare is a major consideration.  We are of course very 
aware of also servicing the riders’ needs.

Good luck, and if you have any questions please feel free to contact 
Sharon Carroll on 0412 826725 or email info@auctionofthestars.com. 

OF THE

Ridden Horse 
Trialling 
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Lot 1 Jamaica R

Lot 2 Jarrah R 

Lot 3 Relando R

Lot 4 Tiger Lily

Lot 5 Roanallie R

Lot 6 Mintie Magic

Lot 7 Byalee Bunyip

Lot 8 Jordan R

Lot 9 Florence R

Lot 10 Friendly Rhythm R

Lot 11 Karizzmagic

Lot 12 Byalee Party

Lot 13 Rumble R

Lot 14 AEA Texas

Lot 15 Kaludah Kathmandu

Lot 16 Royal Jive R

Lot 17 Crestfields Fascination

Lot 18 Journeyman R

Lot 19 Jedi R

Lot 20 Byalee Gemini

Lot 21 Ranger R

Lot A Regardez Moi (imp)

Lot B Byalee Briar (imp)

Lot C Fiji R (imp)

Lot D Byalee Wow Wie rw

INDEX

OUR SUPERSTAR SIRES

OUR STARS

Scan the above barcode 
with your smartphone or 
ipad to link directly to 
the Auction of the Stars
website. 
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  Feeding is made easi!

  Family owned and operated
      for 25 years, growing into the future! 

Where quality will never be compromised!

Auction of the Stars has bags of Pryde’s 
products to give away as lucky door prizes over
our auction weekend.

To share in this TOP QUALITY FEED all you have to do is be there!

Pryde’s EasiFeed®
Phone: 1300 732 267

Email: info@prydes.com.au
www.prydes.com.au

LUCKY DOOR
PRIZES

25 kg

Highly digestible energy and protein. 
Bioplex® organic trace minerals 
ensure optimum uptake and utilisation. 
Perfect for spelling horses.

A fully extruded cube 
with a balance of nutrients 
vital for optimum fertility 
and milk production in 
broodmares and sound, 
strong bone, joint and 
muscle development in 
foals and growing horses.Bi

oM
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25 kg

Easi Performance
A high energy, oat free
sweet feed, scientifically 
balanced for racing and 
performance horses.

Rolled in pure honey. Highly digestible 
energy and protein. Bioplex® organic 
trace minerals ensure optimum 
uptake and utilisation.

25 kg

An oat free sweet concentrate feed 

formulated to provide a base for 

the diets of racing, performance 

and hard working horses.

Stamina

Rolled in pure honey. Highly digestible 

energy and protein. Bioplex® organic 

trace minerals ensure optimum 

uptake and utilisation.

25kg

A high energy complete sweet feed, scientifically balanced for racing and performance horses.

EasiFeed   Three

Rolled in pure honey. Highly digestible 
energy and protein. Bioplex® organic 
trace minerals ensure optimum uptake and utilisation.

EasiBreedA scientifically formulated 
complete pelleted feed with essential vitamins and minerals for breeding 

mares and growing horses.

20 kg

Highly digestible energy. 
Superior protein quality.

20 kg

A vitamin and mineral 

balancer pellet with 

15% protein for breeding, 

growing, spelling and 

performance horses. 

Ideal for high quality 

pasture conditions.

Highly digestible energy and protein. 

Economical and easy to feed, either 

by itself or to top up vitamin and 

mineral levels of other feeds.
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Black stallion 16.3hh 1996

Regardez Moi
STANDING AT RYANS, HEATHERBRAE, NSW

Regardez Moi is the most winning Grand Prix dressage stallion in Australian 
history with well over 30 Grand Prix wins to his credit. Regardez Moi has also won 
a similar amount in Grand Prix Specials and Grand Prix Freestyles. His wins do also 
include being the Australian Grand Prix Champion on two separate occasions. He 
has also represented Australia internationally at the 2009 World Cup Final in Las 
Vegas, USA. Regardez Moi has sired many outstanding competition youngsters. 
These Regardez Moi youngsters are already winning at Prix St Georges and 
Intermediate I levels. Weanlings by Regardez Moi have also been outstanding 
successes in the auction arena. The Regardez Moi youngsters have averaged over 
$17,000 in past auctions. We firmly believe that Regardez Moi offspring will make 
a great contribution to Australia performing brilliantly at the Olympic Games in 
the near future. Live cover only.

Service fee: $3500 + gst
Contact Heath Ryan 0417 656 636 
www.ryanshorses.com.au 
or email info@ryanshorses.com.au 

Rubinstein

Clothilde

Rozenkavalier

Antine

Consul

Debby

Romadour  II
Diva

Swazi
Cornau

Angelo
Dodona

Donnerhall
Peggy (Angelo)

Pic: PeterStoop@exemail.com.au

LOT A

Where quality will never be compromised!

Auction of the Stars has bags of Pryde’s 
products to give away as lucky door prizes over
our auction weekend.

To share in this TOP QUALITY FEED all you have to do is be there!

Pryde’s EasiFeed®
Phone: 1300 732 267

Email: info@prydes.com.au
www.prydes.com.au

LUCKY DOOR
PRIZES
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Palomino stallion 17.2hh 2004

Byalee Briar
STANDING AT BYALEE, NULKABA, NSW

Byalee Briar is an amazing opportunity to acquire a highly sought-after European 
pedigree without the frozen hassle! Bjorsells Briar 899 was for 7 years a legend, 
the world’s number one dressage breeding stallion! On the dam line, Byalee Briar 
is out of a Bernstein mare, Bernstein being another Swedish warmblood stallion 
and sire of many approved stallions, with offspring in Grand Prix in Europe and 
the US. Bernstein was stallion of the year in Sweden and now has offspring with 
amazing piaffe and passage. Both Bjorsells Briar and Bernstein are elite-listed 
performance stallions and together these bloodlines have now produced Byalee 
Briar,  who is just beginning to develop what will be an amazing competition 
trot. He has inherited Briar’s incredible uphill canter with strong shoulder and 
knee action, and shows that ever-essential correct walk. Byalee Briar is already 
winning annual championships at novice level, scoring more than 65% at 
elementary level, so quiet he can be campaigned by a teenaged pony clubber, 
and his babies are friendly with great conformation and amazing movement. 
He jumps, practises polocrosse, and rides out like a gelding babysitting the 
young horses. His youngsters are a joy to ride. And as a bonus, Byalee Briar is a 
palomino, with the colour dating back eight generations of Swedish warmbloods. 
Now AWHA, ISSA and palomino registered. Live cover only.

LOT B

Bjorsells Briar 
899

Florine

Magini

Charis

Benrstein

Flaurinne

Maraton
Gabinette

Napoleon
Bristol Cream 

Krocket
Michaela

Nepal
Flaura

Service fee: $2200 including gst
Contact Ann-Maree Lourey 0407 453 494

www.byalee.net or
 byalee@bigpond.com 

pic by Katy Driver
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Byalee Briar
STANDING AT BYALEE, NULKABA, NSW

LOT B

pic by Katy Driver

LOT C

Black stallion 16.2hh 1/7/04

Fiji R
STANDING AT RYANS, HEATHERBRAE, NSW

Fiji R is an exciting young imported stallion campaigned and trained by young 
rider Breanna Tilitzki. Breanna has had great success with Fiji R, winning with 
scores over 75%. These scores have been posted at major competitions including 
Sydney competitions. Fiji R has now started competing at Prix St Georges and 
Intermediate I levels. Fiji R has the quietest of temperaments and often will 
be found at Young Rider competitions with just Breanna and her Mum as rider 
and guardian. This temperament Fiji R passes on to his foals. Fiji R has quite 
remarkable paces with a very distinctive walk. Trot is fully suspended with 
adefinite ballerina poise between beats. Canter is beautifully balanced and uphill 
with super easy flying changes. Fiji R is sensationally bred with his sire Florencio 
being both the 5yo and again the 6yo World Champion young dressage horse. 
Florencio I is by Florestan I who has emerged as one of the recent very important 
dressage lines in Germany and who has a number of Olympic offspring to his 
credit already. On the dam line is a mix of Trakehner through the very famous 
Hohenstein and thoroughbred through the Hill Hawke line. The Hill Hawke line 
has become famous as a dam line by also being the dam line of the Welt Hit 
line. Many of the top Australian riders have a Fiji R youngster growing out in their 
backyard for the future including riders such as Rachael Sanna.

Pic: PeterStoop@exemail.com.au

Florencio I

Hawaii

Florestan I

Walesa

Harvard

Habanera

Fidelio
St.Pr.St. Hauptstutbuch

Hohenstein
Carina

Weltmeyer
Haupstutbuch Pirelli

Hill Hawke
Ueppchen

Service fee: $3,300 including gst
Contact Heath Ryan 0417 656 636
www.ryanshorses.com.au or 
email info@ryanshorses.com.au
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LOT D

Flaxen chestnut colt 01/01/10 15hh

Byalee Wow Wie rw
STANDING AT BYALEE STABLES, NULKABA, NSW

A compact and very attractive young colt by British Olympic Grand Prix sensation, 
Wie Weltmeyer, Wow simply oozes charm. His elastic and extravagant paces show 
scope in his movement with an exceptional hind leg and also free, flash front leg 
mechanics. Jumping should be no problem either as his father, Wie Weltmeyer, 
was known to win 1.40m classes on alternate weekends to his FEI dressage 
commitments up until 1997! Wie Weltmeyer is a seriously versatile stallion that 
has crossed very well with the thoroughbred mare Lawsuit. This young colt will 
be an enormous asset for a smaller rider wanting a horse with versatility, scope, 
power and presence! One the judges and riders will love - and those after colour 
will note that his flaxen mane and tail are in fact white, so only time will tell 
what kinds of chrome may be achieved! Wow is that sought-after warmblood 
stallion, small enough to ride comfortably but offering Grand Prix dressage and 
jumping bloodlines ... fulfilling a popular niche market in Australia. On top of 
all of that, Wow has a beautiful temperament and despite having mares in foal 
continues to act like a friendly labrador! We are thrilled with this prospect and 
look forward to a successful career with him. For more information see his sire 
and dam information at www.byalee.net.

Wie Weltmeyer

Law Suit 

Weltmeyer

Daisy

Lawyer

Jacali

World Cup
Anka

Waajib
Resound Lady

Dynamo
Danja

Abs
Special Spirit

Service Fee: $1000 + gst 
Contact Ann-Maree Lourey 0407 453 494 

www.byalee.net   
or email byalee@bigpond.com 

P: 02 4933 4966 | E: whollyrelics@hunterlink.net.au

www.whollyrelics.com.au

Wholly Relics

Pic: PeterStoop@exemail.com.au
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Byalee Wow Wie rw
STANDING AT BYALEE STABLES, NULKABA, NSW

P: 02 4933 4966 | E: whollyrelics@hunterlink.net.au

www.whollyrelics.com.au

Wholly Relics is based in a heritage-listed building that 
was once part of the old Maitland flour mill, which dates 
back to 1860-1870. Wholly Relics specialises in quality 
antiques, and carries a huge range of constantly changing 
stock.

The bottom floor of Wholly Relics is a treasure trove of top 
quality pieces, including Royal Doulton, Shelley, Winton, 
Belleek and Limoges. There is crystal, plus glassware 
including a huge range of Victorian and some Georgian, in 
red, green, purple, yellow and white. 

There is costume jewellery 
and knick-knacks, plus a great 
selection of quality furniture, 
lamps and accessories 
ranging from 1860s to 1920s, 
and a huge range of popular 
Masters’ prints. Those who 
wander upstairs are able to 
fossick for a bargain amid the 
lower-priced goods. 

If you are visiting the Hunter, 
make sure you take the time 
to call in. We are open from 
10am to 4pm Thursday to 
Sunday, or by appointment. 

Just 15 minutes from the 
freeway, Wholly Relics is right 
on the New England Highway 
at East Maitland and has 
plenty of off-road parking 
behind the building.

QUALITY ANTIQUES

Wholly Relics
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Black mare 18/1/06 PPT 
to Starnberg due 15/2/13

Jamaica R 
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS     

Jamaica R is a stunning young broodmare who has wonderful looks, stunning 
white markings and super powerful movement. Jamaica R has been used as 
a broodmare simply because we were very keen to use these genetics in our 
breeding program. Should somebody decide to break her in and ride her she 
does represent an individual with state of the art performance potential. She 
certainly was not retired to stud because she carried an injury or some disability. 
Her movement is breathtaking. As a broodmare, Jamaica has been very successful 
and her 2011/2012 filly foal is a blinder, being retained by the Ryans. Jamaica R 
is by the powerhouse Grand Prix horse Jive Magic. She is out of Melissa R who 
carries magnificent bloodlines. Melissa R goes back to May Sherif who is still the 
only stallion in the world to ever sire two World Cup Freestyle winners in Andiamo 
with Sven Rothenberger and Matador with Kyra Kyrklund. On Melissa R’s dam side 
is Salute who is the sire of Victory Salute 9th in the world at the WEG 2010 and 
also sire of Stirling Stilton who represented Australia at the WEG in 2002. Jamaica 
R is state of the art and she does have a live foal guarantee on her Starnberg foal, 
Starnberg being by the up-and-coming Sir Donnerhall.

LOT 1

Jive Magic (imp)

Melissa R

Jazz

Kind of Magic

Richmeed Medallion (imp)

Sojourn

Cocktail
Charmante

May Sherif
Desert Gold

Fruhling
Gieke Utopia

Salute (imp)
Lorever 
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Liver chestnut gelding 16.2hh 23/09/06

Jarrah R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS   

Jarrah R is a spectacular opportunity to purchase a young, winning medium-level 
dressage horse. Jarrah R started his competition career in May 2011 with his first 
preliminary test at 75.9%. Since then, Jarrah R has had enormous competition 
success working his way up through the grades with success after success. Today, 
just a little over 12 months on, Jarrah R is winning at medium-level official 
dressage competitions with his last score at the time of write up being 69.7%. 
Jarrah R is one of those horses that is hugely competition compatible and will 
win even when he doesn’t perform his best test. Today Jarrah R has overall 
championships to his credit at preliminary, novice and elementary level. By the 
time of the auction we expect Jarrah R to have won medium championships. 
Jarrah R has great shoulder-in, half-pass and medium trot. Already Jarrah R 
has started piaffe steps and shows great talent. Canter pirouettes are well-
established and flying changes every fourth stride and every third stride are well 
on their way to being party tricks. All of Jarrah R’s schooling has been done by 
Emma Armstrong who weighs in at 40kg. Jarrah R is a very light and soft ride, 
with a wonderful back that makes for a beautiful feel. He is very light in the 
hand and very easy to sit trot on. This is a magnificent individual. Jarrah R needs 
a sympathetic rider and for further details talk to Heath Ryan.

LOT 2

Jive Magic (imp)

Samphire R
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Jarrah R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS   

LOT 2

Chestnut colt Mat 16.2hh 26/11/11

Relando R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS     

Relando R is definitely one of the most spectacular weanlings ever presented on 
account of Ryans. He is a natural explosion who happens to be very friendly by 
nature and born with an inner quietness. Relando R has just the most spectacular 
conformation being very compact with a brilliant topline and a neck that is set 
very high on really big shoulders. He is a powerful build but at the same time 
very cute. When it comes to moving,  however, Relando R just walks on air. As 
can be seen in the photograph, this is a fair representation of the natural talents 
of Nureyev in the ballet world and Relando R in the dressage world. You need to 
see it to believe it. Relando R comes from a brilliant family, being the exciting 
Regardez Moi/Jive Magic cross. His oldest full sister Raspberry R was sold to the 
UK and is already starring. His oldest brother Redskin R was sold to Olympian 
Mary Hanna and at this stage Mary is very hopeful for a big career. Relando R 
is definitely the sort of individual that will lead the charge of Australian-bred 
horses performing well and winning in big international competitions such as 
Olympics. Interestingly, Relando R shares the same grand-dam, Corbette, as 
London Olympic eventing horse Mystery Whisper.

LOT 3

Regardez Moi 
(imp)

Jellybean R
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Clothilde

Jive Magic (imp)

Labella R
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Jazz
Kind of Magic
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Debby
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Bay mare 2002 16.2hh

Tiger Lily 
ON ACCOUNT OF ALEX KINGSTON 

Tiger Lily is a very exciting dressage prospect. She has three very correct, 
expressive paces with all the elements required for higher levels – huge jump 
in the canter with natural cadence and power in the trot – and has some serious 
arena presence. She has scored 68% to 72% in her limited competition outings, 
and she just gets better and better! Her temperament is even and predictable, 
and never displays any ‘mareish’ behaviour. She has great conformation and she 
is tough, resilient and 100% sound. She has spent a lot of time in the paddock 
while her owner travelled overseas, so she is completely unspoilt and has no 
wear and tear issues at all. She will suit any ambitious rider, professional or 
amateur alike, who wants to go places and turn heads in the dressage world! 
Those who trial her will be impressed with her movement and fall in love 
with the feeling of absolute quality. This is a great opportunity to purchase a 
wonderful mare that is truly set to star!

LOT 4
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Bay filly Mat 16.1hh 12/09/11

Roanallie R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS

Roanallie R is feminine in conformation, being quite elegant with big eyes and 
remarkable black points. These looks are somewhat misleading - once Roanallie 
R moves, she absolutely explodes across the arena. She does have a very correct 
four-beat walk with great overtrack, a trot that will have everyone talking and a 
canter that shows off great expression with the front legs and displays beautiful 
balance. And all the while, Roanallie R has a wonderful classy composure. 
Roanallie R is by the two-time Australian Grand Prix Champion Regardez Moi 
out of a Jive Magic mare. On the bottom side, Roanallie R goes back to Salute, 
probably the most influential performance stallion in Australia today and notably 
the sire of Victory Salute who was 9th in the world at the 2010 WEG with Brett 
Parbery in the saddle. Right down on the bottom line is Lynx, who is a full 
sister to Londoner. Londoner was the Australian Prix St George and Intermediare 
I Champion when he was just 6 years of age many years ago (6yos are no longer 
allowed to compete at this level). He was sold to Mary Hanna who took him on 
the Trans Tasman tour of New Zealand and here he won the Grand Prix against 
the Australian and the New Zealand Team. Roanallie R is a serious international. 

LOT 5

Regardez Moi 
(imp)

Joan R
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Clothilde

Jive Magic (imp)

Prudence R
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Tiger Lily 
ON ACCOUNT OF ALEX KINGSTON 

LOT 4
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Bay mare 2007 16.2hh

Mintie Magic
ON ACCOUNT OF GORDON BISHOP    

Mintie is the first of four foals from her dam. I have broken in the eldest three 
and they all were quiet to break in and ride. Mintie is purely a product of the 
Dutch breeding program - one of the most innovative and successful breeding 
programs of the modern era. Mintie’s dam was bought as a broodmare at 3yo, 
however, after delivering a string of nice foals I started eventing her. She became 
a successful 1* eventer - the first of the international levels - with several wins 
along the way. However her dressage was always the most talented phase and 
I have pursued a straight dressage path. She is now a competent medium-level 
mare that has placed at every outing so far in her career. Mintie has competed at 
a local dressage day where she behaved beautifully, coming 2nd with 70% in the 
walk/trot and scoring a solid 60% in a preliminary test. She also happily jumped 
around a low-level jumping day not long after breaking in. Mintie is a little older 
because she is a proven broodmare - she has a rising 3yo filly by Regardez Moi, 
which has big, lofty paces. A full sister is also in the pipeline, so Mintie is offered 
for sale purely for financial reasons, and her generous temperament and her 
breeding would suggest she has a great deal to offer.

LOT 6

Jive Magic (imp)
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Mintie Magic
ON ACCOUNT OF GORDON BISHOP    

Chestnut colt Mat 17hh 7/09/2011

Byalee Bunyip
ON ACCOUNT OF BYALEE STABLES  

Why go overseas to buy when you can buy the overseas product right here at 
Australian prices?! This magnificent colt moves effortlessly across the ground, as 
well he should. Bunyip is bred with the best Grand Prix blood you can find - he is 
by the imported stallion Byalee Briar, who is by the legendary international Grand 
Prix dressage stallion, Bjorsells Briar 899, who was the world’s top dressage 
stallion and undeniably the most consistently performing dressage stallion on 
the world stage for the eight years, first appearing at Sydney Olympics 2000 and 
still placing in international competition at 17. Bunyip is out of the wonderful 
AWHA-registered Brentano II mare Belladonna, who has one of the sweetest 
natures we have found a broodmare, and of course Brentano II is the sire of 
the world-famous Grand Prix mare Brentina who with Debbie McDonald has put 
American dressage on the map. Brentano II was the champion stallion at the 
stallion licensing in Verden in 1985 and runner-up in the performance test in 
1986. His sire Bolero was responsible for not one but THREE Grand Prix horses at 
the Athens 2004 Olympics. Bunyip is bred to win!

Byalee Briar 
(imp) 

Belladonna 

Bjorsells Briar 899

Florine

Brentano II

Gold Foot

Magini
Charis 

Bolero
Glocke 

Bernstein
Flaurinne

Caledonian Planet
Cold Foot  

LOT 7
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Bay gelding 16.2hh 27/12/07

Jordan R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS  

Jordan R is a very quiet youngster who has done numerous baby competitions 
with numerous work experience pupils. Such is the fate of a really nice quiet 
young horse. Jordan R has a half-moon star in the centre of his forehead, which 
trickles down to a stripe down the centre of his face. He has four white socks 
and is a cracking nice type of a horse. Jordan R has three paces that are all 
technically correct and have great potential. He is a soft gentle ride and is just a 
gentle character full stop. In the past couple of months he has been schooled by 
Courtney Harris who is also pictured and Courtney has started to introduce some 
more advanced ideas. Jordan R has started piaffe in hand and almost immediately 
displayed super talent. Courtney had never ridden this before however Jordan R 
and Courtney are very comfortable already with a baby presentation and we do 
expect to show this off at the auction. Jordan R is again cutting edge genetics, 
being by Jive Magic out of a Regardez Moi mare. Of enormous interest is Willow 
right down on the bottom line, who is by the Andalusian stallion Ruffian II. 
Many years ago Heath and Rozzie introduced Andalusian blood with a view to 
improving the likelihood of outstanding piaffe and passage. Jordan R could make 
somebody a brilliant pleasure horse or the ambitious rider a very serious Grand 
Prix horse.

LOT 8

Jive Magic (imp)

Russia R 
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Jordan R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS  

Bay mare 16hh 20/8/08
PPT to Regardez Moi due 15/2/13

Florence R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS  

Florence R is the first of the three Fiji R lots to appear. Florence R is a 4-year-old 
mare carrying exquisite bloodlines. As with all the Fiji R youngsters, Florence 
R has a wonderful temperament and this comes from the stallion Florestan I. 
Florence R has a really great laidback walk with super overtrack. At first when she 
is trotted up she is very quiet, however, with some encouragement one realises 
she is unexpectedly dynamic with great hock bend and typical Fiji R front forearms 
dancing across the ground. Her canter is balanced and elegant. Florence R is out 
of the Salute mare Slinky R. Salute is probably the most influential performance 
stallion in Australia at the moment being the sire of Victory Salute 9th in the 
world at the WEG 2010 and also sire of Stirling Stilton who was the highest-placed 
Australian horse at the WEG in 2002.   Salute is also the sire of Staccato who 
was ranked the number one eventing stallion in the world some years ago, F1 
Pharenelli who was short-listed for the 2012 Olympics, DP Christopher who was 
the NSW Grand Prix dressage champion and Salute was the sire of the mother of 
Mystery Whisper, who competed at the London 2012 Olympics.  The mare Lynx, 
who is the mother of Slinky R, is a full sister to Londoner who was an absolute 
superstar dressage horse with Olympian Mary Hanna. Florence R is a wonderful 
opportunity. 

Fiji (imp)

Slinky R

Florencio I

Hawaii

Salute (imp)

Lynx

Florestan I
Walessa

Saluut
Inia

Harvard
Habanera

Ludendorf (imp)
Alpha II

LOT 9
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Black filly Mat 16.1hh 29/12/11

Friendly Rhythm R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS 

Friendly Rhythm R is a classic Fiji R filly in that she is very quiet, very friendly 
and very interested in introducing herself to everybody. She does, however, have 
paces to burn with great walk and a trot that will make the most seasoned of 
connoisseurs sit up and assess her carefully. Her canter is beautiful and uphill. 
Friendly Rhythm R has international paces and the trot just goes and goes and 
goes. Friendly Rhythm R would have to be one of the most advanced dressage 
products on the market being by Fiji R out of Russet R who is herself a Regardez 
Moi/Jive Magic cross. Right down on the bottom line is the mare Anky and 
this mare is by the Dutch stallion Ilkay. Ilkay has only had a limited number of 
offspring in Australia, however, they are beautiful-moving scopey individuals. At 
the time of writing I had just competed in the Intermediate I in Sydney (Saturday 
11th August, 2012) and this class was won by an Ilkay horse, Glenquarry, ridden 
by Camilla Palmer. Mix that up with Regardez Moi and Jive Magic and Fiji R and 
Florestan I who was the World Young Horse dressage champion in the 5yo class 
and then again in the 6yo class and you do have a wonderful opportunity in 
Friendly Rhythm R. 

Fiji (imp)

Russet R

Florencio I

Hawaii

Regardez Moi (imp)

Josie R

Florestan I
Walessa

Rubinstein
Clothilde

Harvard
Habanera

Jive Magic (imp)
Anky
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Friendly Rhythm R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS 
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Bay filly 5/12/11 Mat 16.1-16.2hh

Karizzmagic
ON ACCOUNT OF TRACI AND BAS BOLT 

Karizzmagic is an exceptional bay filly by Jive Magic out of a Byalee Romance 
(Regardaz Moi) mare. She has undoubtedly inherited her father’s incredible 
presence and paces with a huge walk and canter. Her trot is effortless - expressive 
and uphill with great elasticity.  From the moment this filly hit the ground she has 
shown the impeccable temperament, confidence and outstanding movement one 
would expect form these lines. “Indy”, as we call her, as she has always shown 
a refreshing independence, should mature around 16.1-16.2 hh.  A very exciting 
dressage prospect.

LOT 11
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Brown gelding 2008 14.3hhh

Take away the thoroughbred brands and this gorgeous little galloway could well 
be mistaken for a well-conditioned little quarterhorse! And certainly in terms of 
temperament, Party is much more like a quarterhorse too, with a super comfy 
trot and canter, offering sweet paces, with great rhythm. His movements exceeds 
his breeding and he shows great promise for pony dressage and pony club. His 
huge strength is his temperament under saddle, which is largely unflappable, and 
whilst he is a fun ride for all standards of rider, he would be quite happy to never 
canter again in this lifetime if it were not required! By the time of the auction we 
are expecting that he will have been used here at Byalee for lessons, as well as 
competing in jumping, dressage and hacking. Party is a cute little character who 
will make someone a fun partner in life.

LOT 12
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Karizzmagic
ON ACCOUNT OF TRACI AND BAS BOLT 
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Black/grey colt Mat 16.3hh 23/10/11

Rumble R 
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS 

Rumble R is a powerful colt who comes from a spectacular family. Movement-
wise he just explodes across the arena. Conformation-wise he is scopey and is 
so supple he looks like the Indian rubber man. He has a  great front end with 
front legs that have great freedom along with a good hind leg action. He is 
breath-taking! Rumble R is a full-brother to Ragamuffin R who went through 
the Toowoomba auction 2009 where she was a sensation and brought $25,025. 
Two other fillies from the same mother, (Jumping Janie R), Miss Minx R and 
Resplendent R have been retained by Ryans for their elite broodmare herd. 
Rumble R is by Regardez Moi, two-time Australian Grand Prix Dressage Champion 
and represented Australia at the World Cup Finals in Las Vegas in 2009. Regardez 
Moi has won well in excess of 30 Grand Prix dressage tests. The dam of Rumble R 
is Jumping Janie R. Jumping Janie R is by Jive Magic, winner of the biggest Grand 
Prix dressage class in 2010, Sydney CDI. Diamond Delight R, the grand-dam, is by 
Don Ramiro who was an absolute sensation as a young horse with Heath Ryan 
before being sold back to Germany. Kenare Snowshoes, the great grand-dam, 
is by Salute, sire of Victory Salute (Brett Parbery), 9th in the world at the 2010 
World Equestrian Games. Rumble R is a fusion of just the best blood-lines in 
Australia and as an individual is just “take your breath away”!

Regardez Moi (imp)

Jumping Janie R

Rubinstein

Clothilde

Jive Magic (imp)

Diamond Delight

Rosenkavalier
Antine

Jazz
Kind of Magic

Consul
Debbie

Don Ramiro (imp)
Kenare Snowshoes
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Bay gelding 16.2hh 20/01/10

AEA Texas
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS  

AEA Texas is a lighter warmblood that would not look out of place in a Sydney 
Royal hack class. AEA Texas was broken in and trained to date by Sappho Ransan-
Elliott as in the photograph. AEA Texas has wonderful charisma and is a very 
light ride. He is reactive to light aids and naturally stays on the bit. AEA Texas 
has a good walk with good overtrack and a “to die for” trot with wonderful 
rhythm, suspension and expression. As seen in the photograph, AEA Texas easily 
lowers behind and engages. The canter is very balanced and already will shorten 
with the gentlest of encouragement. As a competition horse, AEA Texas has the 
potential to be a show stopper! AEA Texas does have Gribaldi on his sire’s side. 
Gribaldi is the sire of Totilas, who broke all dressage records with Edward Gal 
in the saddle and consistently scored over 90%. Totilas was sold by his Dutch 
owners to German Paul Schockemoehle for a rumoured AUD$22million. AEA Texas 
is one of the first youngsters bred in Australia to carry these bloodlines. On 
the dam’s side of AEA Texas is Rituel, who started life with Mary Hanna and 
who represented Australia at the World Young Horse Dressage Championships 
in Germany. Rituel and Mary placed 11th, which to this day remains the highest 
placing ever achieved by an Australian entrant. AEA Texas is a stand-out cracker. 

LOT 14
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(imp)
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Rumble R 
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS 
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Dark brown mare 16.2hh 20/01/07
PPT to Regardez Moi

Kaludah Kathmandu
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS  

Kaludah Kathmandu is an individual with very different bloodlines to anything 
we have ever offered through Auction of the Stars. Kaludah Kathmandu is a 
beautiful upstanding young mare with just the best shoulder and high set of the 
neck. Kaludah Kathmandu is being sold in foal to Regardez Moi with a live foal 
guarantee and this should be something to look forward to. Kaludah Kathmandu 
has four white socks and in walk has a big deliberate overtrack. Trot shows off 
lots of bend in both the knees and the hocks and again is very deliberate. The 
canter has huge scope and lands very gently on the ground. On the sire’s side 
is Krack C who was campaigned at Grand Prix level by Anky van Grunsven and 
who was particularly famous for the most extravagant of extravagant extended 
trots. The great-great-grand sire is Flemmingh, who was responsible for many 
top-of-the-range Grand Prix horses. On the dam’s side is Argentille Ilkay, who was 
an underutilised spectacular imported stallion here in Australia. Foals from Ilkay 
invariably had huge scope and expression in all three paces. Kaludah Kathmandu 
is certainly young enough to become a serious competition riding horse after her 
foal to Regardez Moi. Of course a foal to Regardez Moi should be both valuable 
and of enormous interest to the breeding connoisseur.

Krack A Jack C

Brae Indiana

Krack C

Winterschoene

Argentille Ilkay (imp)

She’s Bonny

Flemmingh
Gicara II

Winterkoenig
Dorfschoene

Varient
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Big Convoy
Lady Catella
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Bay gelding 17hh 29/12/07

Royal Jive R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS     

Royal Jive R is just the most magnificent type of big youngster showing off lots and 
lots of quality. Royal Jive R is one of the first Regardez Moi/Jive Magic crosses and 
we do expect from this genetic cross youngsters to go on and represent Australia 
in years to come in the Olympic Games. Royal Jive R has a wonderful walk, a 
really smart and beautiful trot as can be seen in the photograph, and really nice 
balance in the canter. He is simply stunning. Royal Jive R’s father Regardez Moi 
would easily be the most winning dressage stallion ever in Australian history. To 
date Regardez Moi has won well in excess of 30 Grand Prix dressage competitions 
and that is not counting Grand Prix Specials and Grand Prix Freestyles, of which 
he has won many. Interestingly, on Royal Jive R’s dam line he carries the Ilkay 
blood, which was little used here in Australia but did produce some fantastic 
youngsters with huge scope and elasticity. By coincidence the broodmare Lot 
15 also carries Ilkay blood. Royal Jive is a sweetie to handle on the ground and 
he was broken in and trained by Hazel Shannon who can also be seen in the 
photograph. Royal Jive R is a majestic masterpiece and with the right partner has 
the potential to make a right royal impact on the Australian Grand Prix scene.

LOT 16
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Black/brown filly 16/12/10 mature 15.3hh

Crestfields Fascination 
ON ACCOUNT OF CRESTFIELDS    

Crestfields Fascination is just that – fascinating. Izzy is a stunning black/brown 
filly with delightful movement that barely touches the ground. Fiji R is producing 
outstanding type, movement and temperament, and this filly is no exception! 
With her show horse looks, graceful movement and exceptional temperament 
Izzy is the complete package. Crestfields Fascination is truly a brilliant mix of 
breeding that is destined to produce a high quality riding and competition horse. 
Izzy is out of Mystique R, who is in turn out of Si Joli R, who up until recently 
was an integral part of the Ryans’ broodmare herd. This pedigree boasts a 
combination of classic genetics in Salute, Ludendorf and Richmeed Medallion. 
These stallions need no introduction, being highly influential right through the 
Grand Prix levels of both dressage and showjumping and elite level eventing with 
horses such as Victory Salute, Mystery Whisper, and F1 Pharanelli. The amazing 
conformation, poise and ability typical of her breeding has no doubt been passed 
on to this filly.  The tried and tested genetics of Salute, Richmeed Medallion and 
Ludendorf, when combined with the state-of-the-art and upcoming bloodlines of 
Florencio through Fiji R – this filly is destined to make her mark in the competition 
arena, and later as a spectacular broodmare.

LOT 17
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Bay gelding 16.2hh 27/10/09

Journeyman R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS   

Journeyman R is born to be an international Grand Prix dressage competitor. 
Already Journeyman R is demonstrating a great character for training and co-
operating with the rider. Journeyman R is by Jive Magic who was himself a top of 
the range Grand Prix competitor. Jive Magic carries the Dutch bloodlines of Jazz 
and Aktion, made famous by numerous Olympic Grand Prix competitors and in 
particular Parzival who won the silver individual medal at the London Olympics. 
Journeyman R’s dam line is equally impressive with his mum, Shannon R, being 
possibly the most successful dressage broodmare in Australia today. Shannon R is 
the dam of: Daylight (campaigning in Germany at Grand Prix level); Don Romeo 
(who was winning at Prix St Georges and about to start Grand Prix with Australian 
international rider Sue Hearn but was unfortunately exported to England); Don 
Rivera (winning Prix St Georges with Rozzie Ryan); Donna Carina (winning at 
advanced with Megan Bryant); Jeff The Chef W (USA National Advanced Dressage 
Champion and already competing Grand Prix with Silva Martin) - this is a full 
brother to Journeyman R; Jonquil R (another full sister to Journeyman R retained at 
stud at Ryans); another five brothers and sisters but no more space. Journeyman 
R is as close to a guarantee as you will ever get.

Jive Magic (imp)

Shannon R

Jazz

Kind of Magic

Salute (imp)

Monica

Cocktail
Charmante

Saluut
Inia

Fruhling
Gieke Utopia

Montora
Carmel 
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Crestfields Fascination 
ON ACCOUNT OF CRESTFIELDS    

Pic: PeterStoop@exemail.com.au
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Chestnut colt Mat 16.1hh 3/11/11

Jedi R 
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS    

Jedi R is a wonderfully composed colt by the supremely powerful Grand Prix 
dressage stallion Jive Magic. Jedi R is out of Ruby who in turn is by Regardez Moi. 
Regardez Moi is recognised as one of the most successful Grand Prix stallions ever 
in Australia. On two occasions Regardez Moi has been the Australian National 
Grand Prix Dressage Champion and in 2009 he represented Australia at the 
World Cup finals in Las Vegas, USA. Ruby’s dam, Sarbs Meredith, is an absolutely 
beautiful AWHA-registered mare with an amazing temperament. Meredith is by 
Richmeed Medallion (imp) a Grand Prix stallion (dec) who has stamped himself 
on Australian dressage and jumping with a myriad of champions like Mauritius, 
Gracefield Fabian and 4-star eventer Mystery Whisper who was sold in 2011 to 
the USA and was competed at the London Olympics this year for the USA eventing 
team with Philip Dutton in the saddle. Richmeed Medallion is by May Sherif, 
to this day the only stallion in the world to sire two World Cup Final dressage 
winners, Andiamo (Sven Rothenberger) and Matador (Kyra Kyrklund). Jedi R has 
an extremely sweet, gentle and inquisitive nature. Jedi R’s temperament will 
make him a wonderful competition partner for a rider seeking trainability and 
temperament together with an impressive collection of performance bloodlines.

LOT 19

Jive Magic (imp)

Ruby

Jazz

Kind of Magic

Regardez Moi (imp)

Sarbs Meredith

Cocktail
Charmante

Rubinstein
Clothilde

Fruhling
Gieke Utopia

Richmeed Medallion (imp)
The Rivers Trina’s Pride 
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Bay gelding 2000 15.2hh

Byalee Gemini
ON ACCOUNT OF BYALEE STABLES    

Byalee Gemini was born and bred in the Hunter Valley by a warmblood stallion 
out of a TB mare. Wyunian Buckhara is by the imported warmblood stallion Kilof 
McOhl (one of Mary Hanna’s first FEI dressage horses AND a successful three-day 
eventer) out of a Wesuw (imported Trakehner) dam. Wesuw was a supreme led 
exhibit at Sydney Royal and his offspring excelled in dressage, showjumping and 
showing. Gemini has been competed this year from Byalee scoring more than 
70% for three first placings with a 16yo rider. In fact, he was first competed in 
the Hunter by a 14yo girl after he was broken in, and sold to Queensland.  But in 
fact he is a flash showjumping horse that does dressage! Gem has been used as 
a schoolmaster and teacher for Byalee working pupils, since he travels on the bit 
if you know how, in a frame if you vaguely know how, and not at all if you don’t! 
Gem doesn’t need to be placed in the perfect spot for a clean jump nor does he 
need to be pushed to the fence. Gem was competing in novice level dressage 
and jumping 95cm with a junior rider before arriving at Byalee, and recently 
performed calmly and happily at his first event placing second, consistently 
described by  dressage judges as a ‘kind horse’. We imagine he would best suit a 
teenager who loves jumping, but does require basic flatwork as well!

Wyunian 
Buckhara

Twisted Ties 

Kilof McOhl (imp)

Windrush Nina 

Red Tony

Ties That Bind 

Kilof
Florina

Habitat
Red Dragoness

Wesuw (imp)
Himalayan Spot

Perpetual
Double Twist
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Jedi R 
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS    
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Chestnut colt Mat 16.3hh 15/10/11

Ranger R 
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS 

Ranger R is absolutely state-of-the-art in every way. He is by Regardez Moi who 
has on two separate occasions been the Australian Grand Prix Dressage Champion 
and has represented Australia at the 2009 World Cup Finals in Las Vegas. The 
dam of Ranger R, Jonquil R, is every bit as spectacular in that she is a full sister 
to Jeff the Chef W who right this moment is competing Grand Prix in the USA 
with Silva Martin. Interestingly enough, Jeff the Chef W was the very first foal 
ever to be born by Jive Magic. Jive Magic has often been described as Australia’s 
most powerful Grand Prix horse. Shannon R, the grand-dam of Ranger R, is by 
Salute, who in turn is the sire of Victory Salute who placed 9th at the 2010 World 
Equestrian Games with Brett Parbery in the saddle. Shannon R is also the dam of 
five FEI dressage horses Jeff the Chef W (Grand Prix in USA), Don Romeo (Grand 
Prix in the UK), Daylight (Grand Prix in Germany), Don Riveria (Prix St Georges in 
Australia) and Donnabella (Prix St Georges in Australia) and Shannon R is also the 
grand-dam of BP Jive Talkin’ (Prix St Georges in Australia). Jonquil R, Ranger R’s 
mother, is either a full-sister or half-sister to all of the above. Ranger R is possibly 
the best bred young dressage prospect in all of Australia! Ranger R is naturally 
confident and friendly.

LOT 21

Regardez Moi 
(imp)

Jonquil R

Rubinstein

Clothilde 

Jive Magic (imp)

Shannon R

Rosenkavalier
Antine

Jazz
Kind of Magic

Consul
Debby

Salute (imp)
Monika
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Ranger R 
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS 

 

A VIP EXPERIENCE

Auction of the Stars is more than just an auction - it is a time of 
highlights, of emotions, of education, of entertainment. It is a chance 
to see the champions of tomorrow in the sale ring of today, but more, 
it is a chance for you to take time out to enjoy the whole spectacle 
with the comfort of ringside viewing. 

For just $25 a head, you can be among those special guests - yes, 
VIPs - who care to have that extra little attention to detail, who care 
for that little extra attention full stop! 

At Auction of the Stars, we would like to reward your visit with a 
memorable day out, where finger food and drinks are constantly 
offered to you, where champagne bubbles on the tables as you watch 
in wonder as the Auction of the Stars stallions strut their stuff. 

We would like to pamper you with a beautiful meal, and offer you red 
and white wine to accompany it. Relax, chat, take a stroll past the 
stables and return with your friends for the auction itself. 

Settle in for the afternoon’s entertainment. Whether you plan to 
bid, whether you buy on impulse, or whether you simply enjoy the 
atmosphere, Auction of the Stars delights in ensuring your comfort 
and enjoyment. 

The experience is yours for the asking, simply book by emailing 
info@auctionofthestars.com or download the booking form at 
www.auctionofthestars.com

 We would love to share our day with you.  
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www.horsequest.net.au

E: enquiries@horsequest.net.au
W: www.horsequest.net.au

The Leading Equine Sales site

Quality Online Advertising

Fast Effective Affordable

Log on now...

Gold
Coa

st

Join the Auction of the Stars team in the beautiful Gold 
Coast hinterland as we bring our exciting performance 
auction to the exclusive boutique Plumbolah Equestrian 
Centre at Guanaba, close to Mt Tamborine and the 
world-famous beaches and tourist attractions of Surfers 
Paradise. 
Where to go? Visit exclusive golf courses, enjoy a day at 
a cooking school, try lavender farms, a cheese factory, 
distillery and galleries up in the mountains … or take the 
whole family swimming with the dolphins at Sea World, 
lift your heart rate on the rides at Dream World, escape 
reality at Movie World, have a fun day out at Wet and 
Wild. 

What to do? The options are endless as you take time 
out from your busy schedule to experience eco-visits or 
even shop till you drop. And if you simply want to relax, 
there are idyllic beaches and islands where you can lie 
in the sun, and even charter boats available to take you 
for amazing off-shore fishing.

So close! Plumbolah is located slightly northwest of 
Southport and Carrara, just 30km from Surfers Paradise 
and every distraction that Australian’s premier tourist 
destination has to offer!

For more information on all the sights, 
visit www.visitgoldcoast.com 
or www.tamborinemtncc.org.au

A Golden Opportunity

And Enjoy!
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Logans
For Horse Insurance

Cal
l

02 9909 1499

Horse Insurance Q & A
 What will I be covered for?

Death and theft of your horse.

 What extras can I insure?
Vet fees, saddlery & tack, legal liability,
personal accident, stallion infertility.

 How do I arrange Fall of Hammer cover?
Complete the application form at the auction 
for immediate cover or call Logans to arrange 
beforehand.

 Who are Logans?
Logans have specialised in insuring horses 
for over 40 years. We are Australia’s largest 
equine insurance broker with a hard earned 
reputation for customer service and claims.

 How long do claims take to be paid?
Normal claims are paid within two weeks of 
receiving the completed claim documents.

 How do I get more information?
Call Logans or see our website.

www.logans.com.au
Contact: Amanda Nielsen or Richard Logan


